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“As we look at rebuilding the tourism and hospitality industry that has
been severely impacted during the pandemic, we need to do so
equitably. We’re always focused on how tourism supports local, small
businesses, as well as the image of our industry as young people enter
the workforce.”
Elliott L. Ferguson, II
President and CEO, Destination DC
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In the fall of 2021, Destination DC (DDC) announced the
creation of a DEI Business Fellowship. This is a purposeful
effort to support small businesses in the local travel and
tourism industry owned by people of color, LGBTQ+
persons, women, disabled persons and their allies.
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The fellows will receive one year of free membership with
DDC. This program offers complimentary marketing,
mentorship, education and networking opportunities over
the course of one calendar year to help sustain and grow
fellows’ businesses, specifically by reaching business and
leisure travelers.
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ELIGIBILITY
•

•

Independently owned small businesses in the travel and tourism industry •
with annual revenue less than $10 million and/or fewer than 50
employees. Majority ownership should be a person from a minority group. •
Other businesses that have significant DEI programs will be considered. •

Excluded businesses are any type of accommodation, airline or cruise
line.
Minimum of one (1) year in business.
Registered to conduct business in Washington, DC, Maryland or Virginia.

WHY
YOU KNOW WASHINGTON, NOW EXPERIENCE DC
Washington may be known as the Federal City – the capital of the USA – where
politicians and diplomats meet, and history is made. But that is only one element to the
story of our District.
DC’s residents – those who live and work here (in politics or otherwise) – are
extraordinarily diverse. Long a majority-black city, it is also home to diaspora
communities from around the world and is welcoming to all, regardless of sexual
orientation, gender presentation, or abilities.
While the city’s diversity is reflected well in the businesses that support our travel and
tourism industry, we recognize that we can be even more inclusive. In response, DDC
is empowering small business owners through the DEI Business Fellowship. In the
pursuit of socio-cultural and socio-economic equity, we are helping the meetings,
tourism and events industry become more representative of our city.

“The inaugural opportunity for us is looking at organizations in hospitality that have a diverse background and offer them
opportunities, spend time with them and guide them through the process of maximizing membership, making sure the
smaller companies that don’t have the financial wherewithal can take advantage of opportunities to get a piece of the pie
that is the $8 billion hospitality industry in D.C. alone. Restaurants, service providers, flower shops, photography…anyone
and everyone that is interested in maximizing in financial opportunities involving meetings, leisure and business travel.”

Elliott Ferguson, II
President & CEO, Destination DC

MEASURING IMPACT
Through DDC’s support for member businesses, we provide information, data,
networking and social events for local businesses. Travel and tourism is a
complicated and wide-ranging industry. Businesses—especially small
businesses—benefit from DDC’s expertise and the accessibility for coaching,
consult and support of local businesses.
Additionally, DDC has developed The DEI District, curated content focused on
how DC can be experienced through a DEI lens. The pillars include visit, engage,
learn and meet and connect to content related to leisure, meetings and
education audiences to help promote the unique history and experiences in
Washington, DC.

Excerpt from the DEI Business Fellowship’s framework for impact

GOALS
•

Drive business to and increase capacity of Fellows

•

Drive membership at DDC

•

Increase overall member satisfaction

BENEFITS TO FELLOWS
•

Complimentary membership for calendar year
2023 (value: $1,050).

•

Full suite of member benefits (except print publication
listings).

•

Dedicated account manager.

•

Two tickets to the 2023 Marketing Outlook Meeting
(value: $95 each).

•

Content inclusion on washington.org and the DEI
District as appropriate.

•

Engagement with each of DDC’s departments.

•

Annual return on investment report.

“Getting to work with Destination DC as part of the DEI Fellowship Program has truly
expanded my business, and my perspective of the DC landscape in general. I've gotten
insights into so many windows of opportunity. It has been great to connect with other DEI
Fellows and learn about their businesses. The vendor requests via the extranet system
have resulted in more work for my company - and even a HUGE cookie order from the
Rock N Roll Marathon! Also, participating in events such as DC Loves Buses Day, I have
been able to meet tour leaders and hotel managers who work in DC. Destination DC has
connections to so many parts of DC life that I just never knew about. They have made it
easy to expand my network and get our products to more people that I could have
imagined! Thank you so much for offering this fellowship to small shops like Uncle Chip's
so we can get into the mix and level up with Destination DC.”
Shannon Boyle
Uncle Chips

INNOVATION
DDC is proud to announce that we are currently accepting
applications for our 2023 cohort. We continue to be purposeful in
our search for participants and look forward to another year of
programming to help sustain and grow businesses in our
communities.
REPLICATION AND SCALE
Based on the reflection and feedback so far from CY2022’s
cohort, DDC is looking to improve the Fellowship in the following
ways:
• Taking a geographic lens to economic equity by engaging
businesses outside of traditional tourist areas
•

Expanding our impact by growing the cohort from 14 to 20

•

Developing and integrating more focused trainings and one-onone sessions with DDC staff

•

Publishing a monthly calendar of events and encouraging
Fellows to add their own

•

Partnering more closely with DDC’s DEI Task Force, which
collaborates with managers running similar programs in the US.

“As a new solo entrepreneur in DC, it’s an invaluable resource
to access the hotels I once worked in. I’m grateful for the
education and support of Destination DC and I’m honored to
represent the inaugural DEI cohort.”

Tyra Marshall
The Sales Liaison

Learn More
Zoe Roberts

DEIBF Program Manager &
Membership Associate
E: zoe@washington.org

The DEI District on washington.org
https://washington.org/dei

Apply for a DEI Business Fellowship
https://washington.org/members/deifellowship/application

Shelby Luzzi

Chair, Sustainability Task Force &
Convention Sales Coordinator
E: shelby@washington.org

More on Destination DC’s dedication
to DEI
https://washington.org/dei/meet/destinationdc-leaders-drive-dei-efforts

